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Introduction:
The 2015 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) framework has explicitly identified international
scholarships as a tool for development.[1] Reflecting higher education’s recent recasting as a key
driver of socioeconomic growth, SDG Target 4.B seeks to ‘substantially expand globally the number of
scholarships available…for enrolment in higher education’.[2] Consequently, scholarships have been
posited as an essential mechanism for aligning the individual gains of higher education to those
society-oriented “global public goods” prioritised by national governments and international bodies.
[3]
Central to this process is the mobilisation of peoples and resources across (trans)national boundaries
and the development capacity of the university itself – both its institutional configuration and
teaching/research capabilities.[4] These issues often underpin concerns regarding the efficacy of
international scholarship programmes in producing development-oriented research. Threatening
researcher autonomy, the undermining of local knowledge and higher education systems and the
creation of resource dependencies: such programmes often run the risk of compounding longestablished global north-south asymmetries.[5] Nevertheless, this need not be the case. As Baxter
argues, traditional mobility patterns can be challenged through innovative programme designs that
institutionalise international collaborations and combine the strengths of partnering universities.[6]
The CSC’s Split-site Doctoral programme provides one such example; it seeks to strengthen
collaborations between (host) UK and (home) Commonwealth universities, enhancing the teaching
and research capacity of the latter through the sharing of UK-based equipment and expertise. In
doing so, it facilitates the production of development-oriented research that is locally rooted and
contextually relevant to home-country priorities.

Research Questions:
This paper presents findings from the CSC’s evaluation of this programme, undertaken to assess
whether these aims are being effectively achieved and guided by the following research questions:




What are the demographics, contexts and outcomes of those applying for and completing
Split-site Scholarships?
What are Commonwealth Scholars’ experiences both while in the United Kingdom and once
they have returned home?
What are the benefits and challenges of these scholarships to partnering home and host
institutions?

Having funded 529 Split-site Scholars from 185 Commonwealth institutions placed at 116 UK
universities, this paper focuses on the third research question. Specifically, it examines how these
collaborations have worked in practice whilst emphasising the innovative role of UK universities and
supervisors in navigating these partnerships across multiple disciplinary and country contexts.
Methodology:
We adopted a sequential mixed-methods approach beginning with a series of initial research
activities, including: an environment scan for similar programmes; a demographic analysis of existing
programme participant data held by the CSC; and responses from programme alumni to our ongoing
longitudinal survey instrument.[7] These were analysed alongside relevant CSC policy documents to
establish the key programme priorities that have shaped its design and implementation over its
twenty-year lifetime.
These activities informed the design of specific cross-sectional surveys that were targeted at:
former/current Split-site scholars; supervisors from home-country institutions; and host UK
supervisors. These were sent to all potential respondents for whom the CSC held details, garnering
330 survey responses across all cohorts.
The surveys included closed questions based upon a range of probable responses reflecting specific
areas of research interest and programme priorities. Open-ended free-text questions were also
employed to capture additional insights based on respondents’ specific experiences. Each set of
survey data was analysed using quantitative methods including descriptive statistics and crosstabs
(where appropriate) for all closed survey questions, and qualitative thematic analysis for open-ended
questions.
These analyses were subsequently used to develop the questions that formed the semi-structured
key informant interviews conducted during the second stage of data collection. A total of 70
interviews were completed, including one focus group with UK supervisors. Providing qualitative
depth rather than a necessarily representative view of the programme, there was nevertheless a
strong overlap between the free-text survey and interview respondents.[8] Whilst coding allowed for
the identification of issues particular to each target group, thematic triangulation across data sets
also identified commonalities across different institutional and country contexts. Doing so thus
provided a more holistic view of the outcomes and impacts of the programme thereby mitigating
some of the limitations of this self-reported data.[9]

Findings:
The evaluation has captured unique perspectives into how the sharing of resources and knowledge
between UK and Commonwealth institutions has most effectively occurred in producing
development-oriented research. Findings have emphasised the creative collaborations established
between supervisors, with many either already engaged in, or signalling plans for future partnerships,
owing to their involvement in the programme.
Supervisors also underlined the benefits to both home and host universities and the crucial role of
the Split-site scholar themselves in broadening the intercultural experience of staff and students by
bringing new perspectives based on their backgrounds and experiences. Doing so has enabled a twoway exchange of knowledge; not only did scholars bring new knowledge and experiences back with
them to their home university that was subsequently shared with others in their department, but
they also introduced new knowledge and research methods to the department that hosted them.
These insights offer a way to better understand how this mutual transfer has occurred: under which
administrative arrangements, the stage and type of research in question, the range of home-host
supervisory relationships, and the pathways and barriers to the sharing of resources and expertise.
This is important. Whilst similar schemes were identified as part of the environment scan, little
analysis of the implementation of these programmes exist; how they interface with existing UK
university administrative policies and institutional infrastructures for facilitating equitable global
south-north collaborations are questions left largely unaddressed.
The findings also illuminate some of the key challenges involved when facilitating international
collaborations of this kind: intellectual property concerns, competing home-host assessment
frameworks, institutional accreditation and the difficulty in capturing the contribution of UK
supervisors to degrees ultimately awarded elsewhere.
In exploring these issues, this paper highlights both the successes and (un)intended challenges
inherent in the Split-site programme. By foregrounding the perspectives of UK supervisors and
departments, it also sheds light on the role of UK universities in facilitating creative collaborations
across the Commonwealth that have produced developmentally-oriented research intended to
address an array of global challenges.
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